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outward Bound
An EAst HAmpton coAstAl compound offErs A nAturAl EscApE 

wHErE ApArtmEnt tHErApy foundEr mAxwEll ryAn unplugs

the door to ryan’s cottage is painted 

Bright Yellow by Benjamin Moore. 

the copper bell is by tom torin.



 F
or interior designer  Maxwell ryan, most 

anything can be solved with a bit of creativity. “When 

you’re in a house for a while, you start to look around 

and imagine the possibilities,” says ryan, who relied 

on a combination of time and trial and error to trans-

form his east Hampton property into a charming 

indoor/outdoor retreat where neighborhood friends congregate 

and lively, open-air rooms edge his cottage.

ryan’s connection to the area began in childhood, when he 

spent summers at his mother’s bucolic abode. so when a small, 

adjacent house came on the market, ryan jumped. the two-story, 

brown-shingled structure had been renovated since it was built 

in the mid-1960s, but it still needed some sprucing up. “i wanted 

to keep things very neutral and relaxed,” he says. inspired by 

natural materials and all-white scandinavian interiors, ryan set 

out to lighten the palette, starting with giving the worn oak foors 

a new coat of white paint. “it’s a great solution if the foor itself is 

not inherently beautiful,” he says. He brought in cooler colors as 

accents, and enlivened the living room freplace by painting it a 

cheery yellow. His own watercolor artwork—displayed uniformly 

in white 11- by 14-inch wood frames—surrounds the hearth, part 

the living room walls are 

painted china white, and 

the freplace is painted 

lemon Freeze, both by 

Benjamin Moore. the  

rug is from dwellstudio. 

Below: the columns are 

wrapped in manila rope.
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the dining room  

is painted china white  

by Benjamin Moore.  

the table is crafted  

of reclaimed barn- 

wood. ryan found the 

chairs on craigslist. 
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“EvErything has a bit of age to it, 

so it fEEls morE comfortable”

ryan entertains friends  

on the beach that lines  

his property. above: the 

furniture and bottle trees 

are from Bobo antiques.

of an original collection of 100 the designer created. the unusual 

shapes, he explains, symbolize creativity and movement.  

Although the house was just the right size for ryan and his 

8-year-old daughter, Ursula, he craved more livable space for 

entertaining. “one day, i had an idea as i was sitting in the dining 

room. i envisioned being able to look out the sliding doors and 

see far into the distance, using sight lines to add a new perspec-

tive to the room.” so he got to work clearing trees that were 

darkening the house and designed an outdoor oasis with patios 

and gardens extending symmetrically from that line of vision. 

A bar, fre pit, and dining area followed, as well as a yurt (a cir-

cular tent with a tall ceiling) that serves as a guest room. ryan 

designed the canvas-and-wood structure to feel as cozy as the 

interior of the house, with wool rugs covering the plywood foor. 

“i got upholstered headboards for every single bed,” he says. 

“they’re luxurious but also comfortable, and here it makes the 

room feel much more like an interior space.” He also added a few 

pieces of vintage indoor furniture. “i don’t really have anything 

new here or in the house; everything has a bit of age to it, so it feels 

more comfortable.” His dining table, for example, is made of old 

barn fooring and surrounded by aged French bentwood chairs. 

to landscape the newly revitalized outdoor space, ryan drew 

inspiration from places he’d been. “i’m sort of a copycat when it 

comes to plants,” he says. “i’m not too picky, but i like when some-

thing can totally fourish, so i pulled from what was local.” His 

structured garden now consists of two distinct sides: one with 

vegetables and herbs, and the other with berries, rhubarb, and 

fowers for cutting. the perimeter of the garden is surrounded by 

perennials, while the inside changes year to year, allowing him to 

try diferent plants without having to start completely anew each 

season. outside the garden, ryan recently added tall ornamental 

grasses he’d spotted in a feld a few towns over. 

even with a steady lineup of house and garden projects, ryan 

fnds time to host lunches and dinners for anywhere from two 

people to 25. “We usually do drinks on the bluf overlooking the 

water, and then wander back to the house or the barn for dinner,” 

he says. “the best number is about 10 people around the table on 

a warm summer night, sitting out under the stars and listening to 

the crickets.” the bluf is also host to large parties and perfor-

mances: neighborhood shakespeare productions, movies ryan 

projects onto a huge screen, and square dances. the landmark 

annual event is Ursula’s birthday luncheon, when ryan organizes 

a treasure hunt around the 8-acre property. such ventures bring 

him back to his own childhood along this coastline—but with a 

new perspective. “i’ve rediscovered the property through her 

eyes,” he says. n for more information, see Sources, page 103.

shop the look! Scan the photo  

at right (see page 6), or visit 

wayfair.com/aprilhousetour

Inside the yurt, the rug  

is from DwellStudio, the 

bench is vintage, and the 

canopy is from Amazon. 


